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During my year of graduate study 1 found
myself repeating a standard type of imagery that
had become habit for me. In an attempt to over-
come this I abandoned my paint brushes and began
applying paint by dragging it with rags, spatter
ing, dripping, printing from terxtured materials,
and using collage. The kinds of shapes, lines and
textures that resulted partially dictated the ferms
and produced more interesting, richer, less formal
images.
One example f this approach is the lithograph
"By in Striped Shirt". I began, not bydrawing but
by printing an irregularly shaped piece of weed
and some torn cardboard shapes directly n the stone,
The impression of the wood became the head of the
figure - the cardboard became the shirt.While some
f the drawing was xd.th the conventional lithograph
crayens, most of it was accomplished by dragging
liquid tusche with a rag. The print seemed fresh

Motherwell




Royal Tide I (i960)
In contrast to the rather ordinary, overworked
ones I had drawn previously. Since I was excited
by this approach it seemed wise to continue ex
ploring it in the thesis project. Thus I pro
posed to complete six paintings, incorporating
a variety of materials in their execution.
Before beginning the thesis project I In
vestigated the work of several painters and
sculpters wh are involved with cellage and assem
blage. The Albright - Knx Gallery exhibits much
of this work and I was able to examine that of
Braque, Picasso, Gris, Schwitters. Johns, Da^id
Prentice, Robert Rauschenberg, George Segal,
Tapies, Marisol, Marca-Relli, Burri, Lee Bntecu,
and Louise Nevelson.
Among the earliest painters to substitute
real objects for painted imitations f them were
















Still Life with Chair Caning
(19H-12)
tions of representation by juggling reality
and abstraction In two different mBdia, and
initiates the absorption of the activity of as
sembling objects Into the method, as well as the
subject matter , of painting. The area represent
ing a caned surface, and seeming painted in a
fool the eye technique, Is in fact an actual frag
ment of commercially printed oil cloth. Because of
the second Innovation - a rope frame - the entire
composition is ferced into the world of objects.
Thus the development of collage and the three -
1.
dimensional assemblage was Initiated.
The transformation of things by displacing
them into art and art by embedding it in a setting
of actualities Is specific tyi> a twentieth century
form of illusionlsm. Americans such as Oldenberg,
Dine, and Segal use paint and model
^
ing materials
1. William C Seitz, The Art of Assemblage, p. 9.
3.
to cause the idea of art to abut upon common-
1.
place objects vithout adding glamour to them.
The spectator is drawn into a fictional environ
ment by the fragments of reality the com
position. One outstanding example is Segal's
"Cinema"
which incorporates a life-size white
plaster figure with an actual electric theatre
sign.
I believe it is unnecessary to render an
account of all the paintings viewed and have
instead included photographs of those which
illustrate the wide range of materials employed
and the treatment f subject matter by those
artists involved with collage and assemblage.





II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE PAINTINGS
While waiting for two largo gessoed mason-
ite panels to dry I began experimenting n a
small panel I had previously prepared. Since I
wanted mainly to try out some of the materials
I had, and did not yet wish to become 'involved
with rendering the figure, I decided to work
from a landscape viewed as I returned to Rochester
from Buffalo.
I tried painting directly on the masonite,
gluing down shapes of green cloth, building the
surface with acrylic paste, washing out and
overpainting. Fortunately the Liquitex Acrylic
paints allowed many frequent changes but, in
spite of this flexibility, the painting soon be
came overwerked and dull. It was put aside while
I started the secnd landscape.
In this painting I decided not to begin
by attatching things to the panel as in the















your initial composition. Instead, a dll luted
mixture f bluish-gray paint was applied with
a rag. The panel was large and I tried t sketch
quickly and freely. With the acrylic paste I
started t build relief textured surfaces. It
was not colored first and while It seemed suit
able in it's white state, painted^ it was un
pleasant. Sandpaper was used to reduce the tex
ture In some areas. I attempted to paint into
it again but it was flat and dull, and I was
extremely unsatisfied with it. It to was put
aside. Upon realizing that I was in need of
mre variety In the objects
I had t wrk with
I made a trip home to raid the basement and
garage fr any discarded articles
that might be
used. Included in the cellection were burlap,
scraps of weod, hardware, and a windw
I had
planned to use ln painting number three.
However, on returning to school I
dia-
6.
cavered the window was too heavy in appearance for
the idea I had and then thought it might work on
the abandoned landscape number one. After trying
it both horizontally and vertically I -chose the
latter although the window was about an inch too
lng and six Inches too wide fr the panel. By
this time the painting had already assumed the
character f a kitchen window which was exagger
ated by the wood
"shelf"
which filled the gap at
the bottom.
Since I had recently been home for five weeks
I had beeome aware of hw much time one spends at
ordinary tasks, and how monotonous days are repiti-
tius and blurr together - thus the calender. I
still needed something for that shelf and, after
trying several items which were unsatisfactory, I
solved the problem by a casual stroll through the
fourth floor cafeteria. Finally I adjusted the
color of the wall to gray in order to heighten
7.
the contrast f dullness inside against the
brighter color outside.
At this pint I began the third painting.
In this one I wanted to try combining *a paint
ed figure with actual objects sugesting an in
terior. Since the real window I had planned
to use was much too large, I constructed one
of small narrow stripping, I had an old piece
of wood which seemed right for a door with the
addition of a door knob and a latch. An old
American cheese box provided interest in the
largo empty window space and relieved the flat
ness of the right side. It was not enough and
th screening was attached, while the objects
wore laid out n the panel th fig-ire was in
dicated in paint, however, working horizontally
n such a large piece made It difficult to draw
without causing severe distortions. The pieces
were gluod together and allowed to dry while I
8.
returned to landscape number tw.
The materials I hw had offered new pos
sibilities in this secnd painting. With the
addition of a rectangular piece of plywood in
the lewer left hand cerner and burlap across
the top it seemed much stronger and more vig
orous. A large brush leaded with black paint
was used to establish a large dark form. This
was still relatively flat until relief shapes
were added. However it was quite confusing and
unconnected at this point. Left over pieces of
screening acted as a transparent glaze might* and
solidified the central mass. The white areas
were still to similiar and I tried t adjust
them slightly to relieve the montny.
After stablishing the figure in painting
number three the problem was t relate the paint
ed areas t the real elements. Each thing seemed
to read as an individual item and nothing
c-
9.
rdinated. First I tried to relate th windw
t the wall by lotting light fall acrss the
interior. Painting shadows on the window frame
and th chair helped to keep them in place.
The wall section was to sharply divided int
large flat shapes. This surface was integrated
by mre agitated brush work and less rigid edges
between light and shadow.
As a transition between painted and real
things I decided to try a flat, painted, cut
out plant shape. I constructed one and placed
it in the wooden box. It helped but was not
large enough for the window shape. I then add
ed the horizontal cross bar and placed a hook
on it t relate to the dorkhb and lateh.
Finally the separate parts were beginning to
work together.
As a reaction to all the construction














t try ne small figurative painting n canvas.
I started by Indicating the figures in paint
and gluing on trn strips f cloth for the shirts.
Painting on the white gesso surface did not yeild
the effect I was after. With flat black enamel
I painted out the background and Into the left
figure. I fund working ver the dark brewn
exciting, but the paint must be applied rather
heavily In rder for the color to hld up.
I was quite satisfied with the dark fig
ure but the light one was badly overworked and
stiff. Thinking, "When ln doubt-paint out", I
did just that. Enough of the underpainting show
ed through to find the drawing and after adding
a gray t the head and neck
I put it aside t
avoid overworking it again.
While driving between Buffalo and Rochester
I had become interested in the old wdon barns
which are unique in their construction. The
11.
outside boards are attached to the frarodwork
in a kind of random patchwork style and in such
a fashion that you can see the distant landscape
through the openings. I had several pieces of
rough wood and decided to try to construct a
barn-lik wall with a painted landscape. Again
I was faced with the problem of coordinating
illusion and reality. Allowing the paint to
extend onto the wood in some places seemed to
hld it together. Hewever, it became just a
representation of oomething I had seen and I
began to wnder what might be happening in the
landscape. It should be something that at first
glance appears to be an rdinary event but, upon
closer inspection, is not very rdinary at all.
The situatien reminded mo of something I had
seen last summer at the time of the riots in
Rochester. The government troops, sent in to re
store order, were camped












and the effect of seeing tents, army trucks,
and uniformed soldiers invading this pleasant
picnic area on a sunny summer day was somewiaat
startling. Therefore I added the tank that
might easily be mistaken for a tractor in a
typical country sotting.
Since the first five paintings had been
concerned with figures and landscapes, a still
life seemed appropriate for number six. I
assembled all the leftover things plus several
papers and magazines and started arranging thom
n a panel which was already covered with a dark
underpainting. I thoroughly enjoyed developing
this rather gay, romantic subject although I
feared I was not being serious enough about
It. This one did not present the problem of
unification that he others
had- real objects
and painted areas just seemed to fall int
place. While several major changes
were made
13.
it did not seem to get tedious looking. Tho
background, for instance, was adjusted throe
times, the large box was previously an ochre-
green color, and the grays, especially those
on the natural linen shape wore changed often.
However, while this painting took the least
time and was approached in a rather playful
spirit, I think it is probably more success
ful than the previous ones both in color and
In that the attached articles do not become
too bvius. Perhaps this is partially due
to the flat photographs of real bjects which




While I am not entirely satisfied with the
paintings, they do posses some of the qualities
I attempted to achieve through the completion of
the thesis project. As regards subject matter, I
was able to treat realistic or figurative subjects
without returning to the usual kinds of representa
tive formulae I previously relied on. My former
work, I felt, was based too much upon drawing and
consequently acedemic and dry.
New stimulation was provided by the materials
I had and by being forced to consider them as part
of the painting. I was also able now to accept
and use some of the
"accidental"
things that hap
pened in the application of the paint. Concerning
the
"look"
of the paintings, I think they are some
what more spontaneous in appearance although each
on had been reworked, several times. When I found
an area becomming overworked I painted out the
entire section and began again.
15.
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If I return to painting in the future, I
doubt that I will become involved in assemblage
and collage to the extent that I have here, but
feel the execution of these paintings#has provided
the necessary break from my former rather limited,
rigid, repititious method of working.
16.
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